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Committee Chairs

Park West Camera Club
The Park West Camera Club is an independent not-forprofit corporation. Guests are always welcome at meetings and activities.
The Park West Camera Club newsletter, Photo Notes, is
published every month by and for the members of the
Park West Camera Club. Subscriptions are included
with Club membership. Yearly subscriptions are available to non-members by e-mail at no charge. Printed
issues are available at PWCC meetings.
Submissions of full-length articles or smaller items of
photographic or general interest are always accepted.
The staff of Photo Notes reserves the right to edit any
submissions which are published.
Deadline for submissions is the first Monday of each
month.
Photo Notes is optimized for viewing on the internet.
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President’s Letter

This leads me to consider
The precedent I allude to in
whether we at Park West might the title of this article is that of
The Next Precedent
consider the video aspect of
finding a way to introduce this
our cameras as a legitimate
video capability into the Club.
I’ve been looking at new cam- outlet for expression. After all, I’m thinking of short segments,
era models recently and am
the world doesn’t stand still, it not feature films. It would be
considering them for an upmoves and changes continufun to consider such works and
coming trip to Southeast Asia. ally. Heraclitus said “You can- to think about why they might
A feature of capitalism is a not step twice into the same
be more effective than a still
need to continually innovate,
river.” Historically (to simphotograph of a similar subadd new features, improve
plify), photographic depiction ject. Perhaps we can invite
current features, and insert
derives from painting and
members to show their minimodels at likely price-points.
drawing, whereas motion pic- videos at a future workshop.
Under Soviet-style socialism,
tures derive from theatre and
I envision this as an exthe opposite was true. Design a performance arts. But there is
periment and a way to introcamera model, or copy somecrossover: some photographers duce some additional fun into
thing from the West, and keep have made a frequent practice the Club’s repertoire.
it in production for decades. It of sequences of photographs
What do you think?
might not have new technolthat tell a story. Examples I
All the best,
ogy, but it was built solidly
think of are Duane Michaels’
enough to withstand battlefield spooky-funny sequences and
conditions. I admire those heElliot Erwitt’s satirical ones.
roic Soviet wartime photographers almost as much for their
Photo Notes
camera-lugging endurance as
Publisher:!
Paul Perkus
for their stirring photos.
So we in the West are used
Editor:!
Chuck Pine
to continual innovation and
Committee:!
Bill Apple, Elsa Blum, Madeleine Barbara, !
changing technology in pho! Ruth Formanek, Gladys Hopkowitz, Hedy Klein, Helen !
tography as in other endeavPine, and Judy Rosenblatt
ors. One of the features which
Contributors:! Bill Apple, Paul Grebanier, George
are gaining ground is video
! Hansen, Barbara Martens, Paul Perkus, Chuck Pine, !
capability in basically still
! Dolores Roddy, Joan Slatkin and Ethelyn Smyley
camera models. In camera reviews the video capabilities of
Photo Notes is produced on a MacBookPro
a camera model are considered
using iWork Pages and Adobe Photoshop.
alongside other features and
may be a deal breaker for some
All uncredited images are royalty-free clip art or otherwise
if not good enough. I have
believed to be in the public domain.
heard that some camera modCredited images remain the sole property of their
els are advanced enough in
copyright holders—all rights reserved.
video capability to be considered a relatively low-cost way
of entering pro film-making!

Paul
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Images of the Month
!

by George Hansen

PDI-of-the-Month
Trip by Paul Grebanier

Honor PDIs
Window and Blue Vase by Bill Apple
Holiday Window by Madeleine Barbara
Hats Off by Barbara Berg
Locks by Nicole Dosso
Forest by Eileen Duranko
Boat by Eileen Duranko
Stained Glass Reflection by Hedy Klein
Nature Meets Concrete by Barbara Martens
Nude Model (1) by Elena Pierpont
Reddish Egret Taking Off by Chuck Pine
Girl In Bubble by Joan Slatkin

PDI-of-the-Month
Trip
©2012 Paul Grebanier

Slide-of-the-Month
Tissue Over Leaves by Joan Slatkin

Honor Slides
Stairway, Burkina Faso by Marilyn Fish-Glynn
NYC Skyline by Rita Russo

Slide-of-the-Month
Tissue Over Leaves
© Joan Slatkin

Print-of-the-Month
Amis Pour Toujours by Elsa Blum

Honor Prints
Shards by Paul Grebanier
WTC Iron Workers by Hedy Klein
Smoke on the Water by Barbara Martens
Fly by Barbara Martens

Print-of-the-Month
Amis Pour Toujours
©2012 Elsa Blum
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Cumulative Point Totals
by George Hansen

PDIs
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Bill Apple!
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Bob Wine!
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54
48
46
46
44
44
42
42
40
40
38
38
38
36
32
30
30
30
26
26
24
20
20
20
20
16
16
16
16
14
12
10
8
6

Thanks to our January judge,

Prints
Elsa Blum!
Barbara Martens!
Madeleine Barbara !
Paul Grebanier!
Hedy Klein!
George Hansen!
Natalie Manzino!
Bill Apple!
Chuck Pine!
Marvin Fink!
Ruth Formanek!
Ann Broder!
Sarah Corbin!
Dorothy Mills!
Evelyne Appel!
Fonda Charne!

52
50
44
44
40
38
32
30
26
22
20
14
14
14
6
6

Slides
Joan Slatkin!
Susan Sigrist!
Marilyn Fish-Glynn!
Rita Russo!
Elena Pierpont!

38!
28
26!
18
14
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Dwight Primiano, for an excellent job of critiquing and judging our images.
Congratulations to the winners of Images-of-the-Month
and Honors. Thanks to all who
entered the competitions.
And a special thanks to all
who made this competition
happen.

NANPA Summit
NANPA, the North American Nature
Photography Association, is the first
and premiere association in North
America committed solely to
serving the field of nature photography. Their 18th Nature Photography Summit will be held
this coming year from February
28th to March 3rd in Jacksonville,
Florida.
The lineup of guest speakers
features Clyde Butcher, George
Lepp, Lewis Kemper, Robert
Glenn Ketchum, Mary Virginia
Swanson, Tony Sweet, and many
more. Go to their special website
for more details and to register…
<www.naturephotographysumm
it.com>

5

Celebrating Chuck’s birthday
©2013 by Barbara Martens

CLUB

Yellowstone Images

Our group shot in front of our snow coach by our
driver/guide Lisa. From left to right: George Grubb, Chuck
and Helen Pine (our leaders), Sarah Corbin, Barbara
Martens, Madeleine Barbara, and Natalie Manzino

Old Faithful at Sunset
©2013 by Chuck Pine

Bison Cow and Calf
©2013 by Chuck Pine

Helen and Chuck shooting from
the snow coach’s trap doors.
©2013 by Barbara Martens

5 Point Buck Elk
©2013 by Chuck Pine
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Competition Info

Did You Know?

Here’s some information for our members re-

Did you know that the on-line PDF version of

garding our Club competitions. All the details
may be found in the PWCC By-Laws (Article III)
and/or in the illustrated PWCC Competition
Manual.
There will be one slide, one print, and one
projected digital image (PDI) competition each
month.
Each member may submit up to four images
each month but no more than two in any competition.
Print and slide entries must be submitted to
the Competition Committee by 6:45 p.m. on the
evening of the competition. PDIs must be emailed to <pwcccompetition@yahoo.com> at
least one week prior to the competition.
All entries must be sized, labeled, formatted,
etc. as described in the Competition Manual.
For the Year-End Competition held in June
each member may submit up to four prints,
four slides, and/or four PDIs. Only images
which competed in this year’s (October through
May) monthly competitions are eligible. These
entries must be unaltered from their original
entry. The Club does not keep records of which
slides or PDIs you entered. You should make a
list of all your entries (and their scores) for your
own benefit when you are ready to submit to
the Year-End Competition.

Park West Camera Club’s Photo Notes offers you
advantages?
Did you know that all of the website and email addresses are hyperlinks? That means if
you click on them, you will be taken to that
website (if you are connected to the internet) or
to your e-mail program to send an e-mail.
Did you know that the images are in color
and of higher quality than when printed out?
And, you can enlarge them a bit, too, for detail.
Did you know that reading Photo Notes online saves trees, landfills, inks, toners, water,
and other natural resources?
Did you know that reading Photo Notes online saves the Club over $100 each and every
month?

We belong!

January 2013

PWCC’s Yahoo Group
Do you have an idea to go out shooting but
don’t want to go alone? Have a question about
Photoshop, or your camera, or some technique,
but don’t have someone to ask? Know of a great
photo op or workshop that you’d like to share
with your fellow Club members? What are you
to do?
Ta Da! The Club’s Yahoo group is the answer to your questions. You can communicate
with other PWCC members about these and
more. All you have to do is sign up for the
group. It’s easy and it’s free.
All you have to do is send an e-mail to the
Club at <pwccny@aol.com>We will respond
with an e-mail from the group website, and…
you’re in.
If you have a (free) Yahoo e-mail account
you can go to the group site. There you can see
all prior e-mails, post pictures, post links to
other websites of interest, and more. If you
don’t have a Yahoo account, you can only send
and receive e-mails.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Wanted…

PWCC Flickr Group
by Paul Grebanier

Did you know that there is a way for PWCC
members to share their pictures with other
members and the world? Probably not! Seven
years ago, a “Park West Camera Club” Group
was set-up on the “flickr” picture sharing and
social networking site, just for such a purpose.
Unfortunately, the idea never really caught on
at that time. The weeds of neglect and disrepair
have overgrown the site. But the structure is
still there—awaiting rehabilitation. What a
waste!

…volunteers to write for the Park West Camera
Club’s Photo Notes. Could be on a continuing
basis or as a one-shot deal. Experience not necessary. Enthusiasm is a must-have. Don’t worry
about spelling or grammar or the like—our
crack editorial staff handles all the details.
Some suggestions for individual articles or
monthly columns are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

photo magazine reviews
photo workshop reviews
Club field trip reviews
photographic gallery reviews
equipment reviews
technical/technique articles
photographic hints and tips
computer hints and tips
photographic poetry
photography puzzles (X-word, jumbles,
word-search, etc.)
• recipes from Club pot-luck dinners
• anything else you can dream up—as
long as it is photo- or Club-related.

January 2013

When we go on field trips and attend other
PWCC events and take pictures, how do we
easily share them? We don’t! How do we get
feedback on these images? We can’t! The Solution? Join our flickr group with many other
members, and actively add to and comment on
the images to be viewed there.
For those who are not flickr members already, you should know that the site allows
members to store and share their pics with millions of other members throughout the world–
and also with non-members. Uploading pictures and making comments is easy. Groups of
images and people that share an affinity are
also easily created and can be shared by anyone. The site is free to join. But if you really become an active member, showing over 200 pics,
full membership costs $25 a year.
To view the Park West Camera Club Group,
go to<www.flickr.com/groups/pwcc>
To join flickr so you can add pics to the
group, and also to make and receive comments,
go to <www.flickr.com> or click on the “join
group” button shown on the Group front page.
Hope to see you there soon!

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Meet the Member

Accessory Quiz

by Dolores Roddy

Can you name this photograEthelyn Smyley was given a
camera, a small Kodak, as a
teenager. She enjoyed keeping
a record of the events in the
family. Over the years Ethelyn
took pleasure in taking pictures of the places she went.
In 2001 Ethelyn got her first
SLR, which was a Minolta,
when she went on a photo
workshop to Monument Valley. Since that time she has
been on several trips out west.
In the past few years she also
has been to the Amazon and to
the Haliburton Forest, in Ontario, Canada (twice). In October Ethelyn went on a cruise to
the Caribbean. Unfortunately,
this adventure was cut short as
the ship was trying to get back
home ahead of Super Storm
Sandy.
Ethelyn is interested in just
about all kinds of photography.
Her favorites, though are wildlife, landscapes, flowers, architecture, and people.

Red Fox
© Ethelyn Smyley

About
two
years
ago Ethelyn got a Sony Cyber
Shot HX100V digital camera.
She and I learned about PWCC
in 2011 and signed up for Expanding Visions 17. (I joined
after that class.) We both took
Expanding Visions 18 last year
and Ethelyn joined the Club.
Answer next month in Photo
PWCC is the second Club
Notes.
that Ethelyn joined. She left the
first club for several reasons.
Last Month’s Answer
First, because they kept relocating their meeting place, and
second, work (at that time) left
her too drained to participate.

Sculpture and Moon
©2011 Ethelyn Smyley
Although Ethelyn does not
enter the PWCC competitions,
she is happy to come and enjoy
other peoples’ pictures on
competition nights as well as at
Club workshops.
We are happy to welcome
Ethelyn to Park West.

January 2013

phy accessory? No prizes, just
a fun challenge! Send your
guesses to the website
<pwccny@aol.com>
Googling not permitted—on
your honor!

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

This is a mirror or catadioptric
(aka “cat”) lens. It uses reflective curved mirrors (as well as
lenses) to focus the light making it much shorter and lighter
than a regular refractive glass
telephoto lens (with a comparable focal length). Cat lenses
use the same design as Maksutov telescopes.
Last Month’s Correct
Answerers…
Michael Wakslicht (Michael
wins all our praise and congratulations.)
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About Myron

was by hitch hiking and we got
by Chuck Pine through a lot of events, inclusive a
car crash.
Some of you might remember
As in the biography was also
former PWCC member, Myron mentioned that he held a
position in the PWCC. I
Brenton, who passed away a
would ask you if you have
few years ago. Myron had been
his e-mail address and ina 20-year member of the Club
form me, or to transfer my
and had served as our Corremail to him. I would be
sponding Secretary, and along very grateful when I can
with his wife, Irene, co-chair of get in touch with him after
the Program Committee.
so many years. As you
Myron’s life was devoted to might know, this trip was
his writing and to his photog- in 1958.
As an attachment I
raphy (not to mention the
women in his life). But, appar- send you a picture I made,
ently, there was more to Myron Myron stands left, also
than met the eye.
We recently received the
following e-mail in the Club’s
in-box. It was from a person
named Karel van Diem who is
from the Netherlands:
For years I am looking for
Myron Brenton, never got a good
clue, By accident I was looking
for M.B. on Google as I stumbled
on a site of Zoominfo concerning
the Park West Camera Club and a
biography of him. The biography
mentioned that he also made a
making a picture of the damaged
travel to Yugoslavia, Turkey and
car.
Iran.
I hope I am not bothering you
On that moment I knew that
and hope for a message from you
this was the Myron Brenton I was or Myron.
looking for. Starting in, I think
Not knowing whether to
Izmir in Turkey, we travelled tobelieve this story or not, I simgether to Iran and later on back to ply responded with:
Europe through Turkey, Greece,
Sorry to inform you that Myand Yugoslavia, there our roads
ron Brenton passed away several
split, I went to Austria, Berlin,
years ago. As far as we know he
and then to Holland and he went has no living relatives.
back to the USA. Part of the trip

January 2013
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Shortly thereafter, Karel responded with:
Thank you for your message, I
was in NYC twice, but always

thought he still
lived in LA, so
never thought of
looking in the
telephone book.
So be it. Anyway I send you
a picture of Myron, interviewing a mullah in
Esfahan.
In this photo,
the man on the
left is, in fact,
our Myron Brenton.
It is truly amazing what
can be achieved with persistence, the internet, and Google.
As a follow-up, Judy Rosenblatt, the last lady in Myron’s life, will try to get in
touch with Karel to continue
the saga which Myron started
so many years ago.
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Rooftop Project
It was a beautiful late summer
afternoon. Forty-plus Club
members were perched atop a
mid-Manhattan (actually Chelsea) apartment building at the
Annual Chuck Pine Labor Day
Picnic. And that’s when the
idea struck her.
The view from Gladys
Hopkowitz’s and Jane Brown’s
rooftop , where the picnic was
held, was just spectacular.
There are bound to be many
other PWCC members who
have (or might have) access to
their building’s rooftops. Why
not make photographic projects from some of them?
And so, Barbara Martens, a
fairly new PWCCer and member of the Field Trip Committee, came up with the idea of
the Rooftop Project. She says,
“I want to start this little project in 2013 to photograph the
city from rooftops. Not only
spectacular sunset views from
high up, or looking down on
busy streets, but also neighboring buildings and water tanks
can be good subjects to photograph. So it doesn’t have to be
high up, views from a lower
building can be interesting as
well.”
The first two trips have
been planned. The first, on
January 23rd, is to a roof over-

January 2013

Water tanks shot from the
roof of Gladys and Jane’s
apartment building during
the Club’s Annual Chuck
Pine Labor Day Picnic.
©2012 by Barbara Martens

Breaking the Rules
The Rule—Turn off image sta-

bilization when using a tripod.
Stabilization, whether built
into a lens or into a camera
body, is designed to mitigate
movement of the camera/lens
looking the Upper West Side,
system when shooting. If you
Riverside Park the Hudson
are shooting on a tripod, your
River, and across to New Jercamera should be rock solid so
sey. The second building is in
stabilization should not be rethe heart of Brooklyn with
quired. However, that does not
views of Grand Army Plaza,
necessarily mean you should
Prospect Park, and the surturn it off.
rounding neighborhoods, and
For wildlife, mounting the
will take place on February
camera to an unlocked tripod
20th.
head allows for quick repositioning whenever the subject
For more information, see
the Activities section of this is- moves, and stabilization can
mitigate the shake that comes
sue of Photo Notes or the signwith this or with wind. Many
up sheet at Club meetings.
current stabilized lenses have
If you’d like to volunteer
tripod detection that can comyour roof for a future trip, see
pensate for mirror slap. But
Barbara at a Club meeting or
many others, and cameras with
contact her at (551) 655-8068
sensor-shift stabilization, lack
(cell), (201) 653-4737 (home), or this feature. Consult your
<maudbrussels@hotmail.com> manuals to be sure.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Depth of Field

ing at your shoe and naming
By Bill Apple the parts. Name the parts. Go
ahead.”
The boy certainly knows
Aglets & Eyelets
shoelaces, heels, soles. The
Photographers worth their salt older man can even pull the
word tongue from him, the flap
know the truism about the
under the laces. But the boy
whole being greater than the
sum of its parts. But photogra- can go no further. His awarephers also know a truer truism, ness of shoe anatomy ends
with just “a front and a top.”
perversely opposite: Less is
Pathetic, the priest chides.
more. Blowing up one small
detail often makes a far more
compelling shot than does capturing the whole nine yards.
A sprawling, 800-page
novel of American life since the
1950s started me down this
path, wholes versus parts. I’m
still mired in the book, Underworld, by Don DeLillo. I cannot
seem to get away from one
brief scene.
One of the characters is a
Bronx Irish boy not quite 20 in
this flashback, out on early release from juvenile jail and
packed off to the Jesuits in
northern Minnesota, to finish
his “correction.” He’d been
Fancy Footwork Naming
serving time for a freak incithe parts of a shoe can be a
dent that killed someone. It is
life lesson. For photograthe late 1950s.
phers.
The young head of the
seminary, in his early 40s, sees
There’s so much to learn,
something special in the boy
about the plainest of shoes, the
and invites him to a formal
priest insists; so much more
“interview,” to take his measthe boy might be seeing if only
ure, maybe impart something
he knew names. There’s a cuff,
useful. Right off he tells the
counter, quarter, welt, vamp (!).
youth to forget the highfalutin Then there’s a last, the foot
“eternal verities” of classroom shape that shoes are cobbled
learning. “You’d be better
on. And holes for laces: eyelets
served,” the priest says, “look-
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(maybe lined with grommets).
And the stiffened tips of laces,
called tags or aglets.
“Everyday things represent
the most overlooked knowledge,” the priest declares.
“These names are vital to your
progress. Quotidian things. If
they weren’t important, we
wouldn’t use such a gorgeous
Latinate word.”
The greater point: we often
cannot see things, because we
cannot name them. Naming is
the beginning of knowledge,
and of perception. If you must
learn names by rote, so be it.
The boy’s first assignment—to
memorize these quotidian
things—can be a framework
for approaching the world. Listen up, photographers.
Surely, we all can be more
tuned in to visual elements
competing for our photographic attention. We too can
miss a lot when we don’t really
know what we’re looking at,
what to call it.
The December competition
judge, Joel Morgovsky, noted
how some members had created
photos nearly from scratch: a
photographer skillfully assembled raw visual elements to
make a scene. The photographer came upon something,
but he or she augmented it,
carefully placing, juxtaposing,
geometric shapes and lines
within the frame, using differing vantages, zooming, cropping, altering exposure or contrast, Photoshopping. The pho-
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tographer commandeered and
marshaled what was found all
in the service of making the picture. Making, not taking.
The winners took raw visual stuff they’d happened
across—visual pieces—and
from their hands and eyes a
head-turning photograph had
emerged, something not there
already. The process sketched
by Morgovsky reminded me of
playing with Colorforms, those
“creative” toys of yesteryear: a
box of clingy, colorful vinyl
shapes for arranging on a
white board, to make…Art.
Beside a photographer’s
working from visual “pieces,”
the Jesuit’s advice on quotidian
things is instructive on other
levels. You ought to know the
parts of your camera, for instance: what buttons, switches,
dials and hidden menus accomplish. Believe me, it’s
worth plowing through the
manual at least once a year.
Further, you should know
your software more intimately.
It’s a tall order to master Photoshop’s complexities, but
that’s no excuse to stop deepening and broadening your
software expertise. Books and
videos can sharpen postproduction skills. And the
Internet offers free videos and
other guides. Just Google
them.
Keep your eyes and ears
open as well, the better to increase your store of photography terminology. If you can’t

January 2013

use jargon, you cannot efficiently communicate with your
photographer peers.
Every occupation speaks
jargon—plumbers, cops, philosophers—and technical
words are key. What’s a histogram, a high-key shot, ring
lights, “noise,” color temperature, differences among TIFFS,
JPGs, BMPs, GIFs, RAW files;
and so on? Your lexicon should
stretch along with your skills.
If you cannot name it, chances
are you won’t master it.
There is a rational, deliberate, scientific side to photography. It’s not all touchy-feely
artistic inspiration and magic
(though there’s that too, undeniably). But there are also the
pesky parts to be learned, the
fundamentals and theory, the
quotidian details. And there’s
no time like the present.

Definitions
Macro—refers to a one-toone or higher magnification
of a subject provided by optics (i.e., a macro lens). The
focal length of a macro lens
determines how close the
lens must be to a subject to
attain a one-to-one image
capture. For example, a
60mm macro lens will require a shorter lens-tosubject distance than a
100mm macro lens. CloseUp photography refers to
near subjects at less than
one-to-one magnification.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

Breaking the Rules
The Rule— You can always fix
your photo later.
This is a trap that many
photographers fall into. Despite the powerful temptation
to improve an image with
Adobe Photoshop or some
other image editor, you are still
much better off getting as
much of it right in the camera
as possible. Crop later? Better
to crop it now, in the camera,
and not throw away those pixels unnecessarily.
While you should leave
some decisions (e.g., setting
white balance) to the processing stage, many fixes, such as
brightening a significantly underexposed image, can reduce
picture quality. As much as editing is a part of the craft of
photography, skill with the
camera remains your most important tool.

Punny Stuff
I tried to catch some fog…but I
mist.
I changed my i Pod's name to
Titanic…it's syncing now.
I stayed up all night to see
where the sun went…and then
it dawned on me.
Broken pencils are pretty much
pointless.
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Inquiries

B & H Event Space
by Chuck Pine

B&H Photo offers free workWhat is Delta E?
I am glad someone asked
this question because I have no
idea. It’s all Greek to me. (I’ve
always wanted to use this answer.) So I had to do some research.
First off, the Greek letter
delta (Δ) is a mathematical
term and means difference or the
difference between. For example,
Δv could be used to indicate
the difference between the velocity (or speed) of two moving
objects.
You remember that problem from eighth grade algebra
where two trains travel from
two different stations, at two
different speeds and…? But
this is not a math class, it’s a
photography newsletter.
The only place you might
ever see the term Δe is in Popular Photography magazine—in
their camera review articles.
Look for the box that has all
the technical junk that no one
ever reads. Somewhere around
the middle of the column is the
Δe information for the camera’s sensor. Pop Photo uses Δe
as a measurement for the color
accuracy of the sensor. In their
ratings, the lower the Δ e, the
more accurate the color rendition of the device. For example,
Canon’s EOS 5D Mark III has
an excellent color accuracy rating where its Δe = 6.9.
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shops. Here are a few of this
month’s offerings:

Wednesday, January 23, 2013
Film in the Digital Age
Speaker: David Burnett

Monday, January 14, 2013
What's in Your Bag?
Speaker: Robert Harrington

Tuesday, January 29, 2013
Lighting for Portraiture
Speaker: Joey Quintero
Wednesday, January 30, 2013
Open Photography Critique
Speakers: David Brommer,
Jodi Rosenblum, Deborah
Gilbert
Thursday, January 31, 2013
Location Portraiture
Speaker: Salem Krieger

Tuesday, January 15, 2013
Direction of Light
Speaker: Neil van Niekerk
Wednesday, January 16, 2013
Underwater Photo and Video
Speakers: Larry Cohen and
Michael Rothschild
Monday, January 21, 2013
Through the Viewfinder
Speaker: Thomas Donley

Tuesday, February 5, 2013
The Basic Headshot
Speaker: Peter Hurley

Tuesday, January 22, 2013
Manipulated Photography
Speakers: The B&H Mavens

Monday, February 11, 2013
Photoshop 6: Manipulations
Speaker: Andy Graber

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

Check out the B&H website
at <www.bhphoto.com> for
all the details as well as a
complete list of additional
presentations, and to register
for the course(s) of your
choice.
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Scanning Service

For Sale

NECCC Photo Conference

PWCC member Bill Apple

Former longtime PWCC

The New England Camera

Club Council (NECCC) holds
one of the country’s largest and
most informative photography
conferences each and every
year. In addition, it takes place
in a beautiful area in the middle
of the rolling hills of central
Massachusetts on the UMass
campus at Amherst.
Scheduled in July, from Friday the 12th through Sunday
the 14th, this conference is
chock full of workshops, lectures, demonstrations, presentaPlease contact Bill Apple at
tions, and more, which cover
<billappl@ix.netcom.com>
the spectrum of photography
from the earliest 19th century
processes to the latest modern
Ireland Workshop
electronic inventions.
We received an e-mail from
Each year a bunch of
Marsha McGiboney Bradley.
PWCCers head up north to parShe writes…
In addition, Faith is offer- ticipate and enjoy. Some rent
I am a professional photoging: a lead-lined film carrier (to cars; others take the bus. Some
rapher teaching photographic
protect up to nine rolls of film stay on campus; others venture
workshops abroad. I am offeroff the grounds to find lodging.
when going through airport
ing a workshop in June of 2013
security); an unopened pack- Some take the university’s meal
in the southwest corner of
age of 100 archival/clear slide plan; others dine à la carte. The
Ireland. I am accepting a very
storage pages (each page holds choices are yours.
small number of students (10
20 slides); and a box (opened)
Definitions
to 12) in order to assure intense
of cardboard masks for reinstruction. Any help you
Autofocus (Continuous)—is
mounting slides (various size
could give me to get the word
available on some digital
openings).
out about this fabulous workcameras. This AF option
The whole shebang for the
shop would be greatly apprebest offer over $100. Cash only. signals the camera to conciated. This is the link to the
stantly focus on whatever
Must pick up (from Upper
website that will provide all
object is in front of the lens.
West Side.
pertinent information regardInterested? Contact Faith at Continuous AF is helpful
ing the adventure.
when photographing mov<faith1091@verizon.net>
<www.photography
ing subjects.
consortium.com>
has an offer that you can’t refuse. Bill will scan your 35mm
negatives or slides, color or
black-and-white, and turn
them into high-resolution
digital files. He uses a highquality scanner.
Bill charges only $1 per
photo, or 12 photos for a mere
$10. The minimum order is
$10. Bill also can scan 120 size
(2-1/4 inch) film.
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member, Faith Steinberg (if
you remember Faith, raise
your hand) has a Kodak 4200
Carousel Slide Projector for
sale. This workhorse projector
comes with an 85mm, f-2.8
Kodak lens and three slide carousels (each holding up to 140
slides). All of this equipment
is in new condition with the
original boxes, manuals, and
everything else that Kodak put
in the box.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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Schedule of Activities
The Park West Camera Club
meets every Monday night
(with some exceptions for
holidays and a curtailed summer schedule). Please join us at
a meeting or on one of our
other scheduled activities.
All Club Monday night
meetings take place at the Soho
Photo Gallery located at 15
White Street, between West
Broadway and Church Street/
Avenue of the Americas (6th
Avenue) unless indicated otherwise in the listings below.
Following the schedule of activities are detailed directions
to each of our meeting sites.
Check the PWCC Website
<parkwestcameraclub.org> for
late-breaking details on all
meetings and other PWCC
activities.
All meetings begin at 7 p.m.
unless otherwise indicated
below.
An asterisk (*) preceding
the date indicates an official
PWCC activity. Other listings
included below are: Photo
Events which may be of interest to photographers; and
Photo Ops which offer opportunities to take pictures.

January 2013

* Monday, January 21!
Portfolio Review Night
Four or five Club members are
invited to bring a concise portfolio of their work for an indepth review and critique.
Each will present up to 12 images on the same subject/
theme. Our critic for this evening’s review will be Joel Morgovsky. For info on Joel, who
was our judge in December,
see the listing in the November
issue of Photo Notes. If you’re
interested in participating,
please contact Jerry Harawitz,
Workshop Committee, chair at
<gharawitz@gmail.com> or
(212) 673-2096 (If you have participated previously, please
give someone else a chance.)

others are nearby…check your
map. A $2.00 donation is requested.

* Wednesday, January 23
Field Trip—Rooftop Project

This is the first field trip of the
Rooftop Project introduced and
led by PWCC member Barbara
Martens. (See page 11 of this
issue of Photo Notes for more
details about the project.) We
gather at 315 Riverside Drive
(104th Street and Riverside
Drive) at 4:00 p.m. in front of
Tuesday, January 22
Marlene Schonbrun’s building.
Photo Event—
She will take us up to the roof.
Tuesday Evening Hour
Take the #1 train to 103rd
Street, walk up to 104th Street
Tuesday Evening Hour is an
and then west to just short of
artists non-profit slide-show
Riverside Drive. Be sure to
program whose mission is to
bring your tripod and cable
expose the works of artists to
release for the sharpest images
the public. Each Tuesday a
possible. Sign up at the Club
working photographer presents a slide show/lecture. No meeting or contact the trip
reservations required—just ar- leader, Barbara Martens, at
rive. Tonight’s presentation has (551) 655-8068 (cell phone) or
<maudbrussels@hotmail.com>
not yet been announced. The
show begins at 6:30 p.m. and is
* Wednesday, January 23
held at St. Margaret’s House,
Print Workshop
49 Fulton Street (near South
Street Seaport). The closest
All Club members are invited
subway is the #2 or 3 train at
to bring a dozen or so images
the Fulton Street station, but
for this every-other-month

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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event. This workshop has limited space so please sign up in
advance with Ruth Formanek
at <ruth23form@rcn.com> or
212-799-3984 to get the time
and meeting place. The workshop leader is photographer
and ICP printing instructor,
Nancy Sirkis.

The meeting, open to the general public, begins at 6:30 p.m.
The New York City Sierra
Club’s Photography Commit- A $6 donation is collected at
the door upon entry. The NYC
tee is holding its meeting toSierra Club Photography Comnight. The program for this
mittee meets at the Metropolievening is a presentation by
photographer Tim Grey. Tim is tan Opera Guild, on the 6th
regarded floor of the Rose Building at
as one of Lincoln Center. The address is
70 Lincoln Center Plaza, lothe top
* Monday, January 28!
cated on the north side of West
educaWorkshop Night
65th Street, between Broadway
tors in
and Amsterdam Avenue, closer
Now that we’ve reduced the
digital
number of business meetings
photog- to Amsterdam. From the street
level, take the stairs, elevator,
to just four a year, we have
raphy
more time for workshops—
and im- or escalator up one level and
proceed through the revolving
and tonight is one of ‘em. Toaging,
night’s workshop is a projected
offering doors into the lobby to get the
elevator up to the 6th floor.
image critique—just like what
clear
goes on at Chuck and Helen’s
guidance
home when they’re not in
on com- * Monday, February 4
Monthly Competition
sunny, warm Florida. Bring up
plex subto 10 images (PDIs or slides) to
jects
Tonight’s competition asks
Mesa Verde
be gently reviewed and crithrough his
these important questions:
© Tim Grey
tiqued by those present.Please
writing and
Who will win the top honors?
try to arrive early so your imspeaking. He’s What will the judge say about
ages can be loaded into the
written more than a dozen
your images? Will you agree?
computer or slide tray.
books on digital imaging for
The only way to find out the
photographers, including Real answers to these probing ques* Monday, January 28!
World Digital Photography and
tions is to come on down and
PDI Entry Deadline
Color Confidence. He has also
enter. Full rules are available
from the Competition or the
Please note that PDI entries are had hundreds of articles published in magazines such as
Membership Committees at
due tonight for next week’s
Digital Photo Pro, Outdoor Pho- any meeting. Remember, print
competition.
tographer, etc. Tim publishes
and slide entries must be subthe Ask Tim Grey e-mail news- mitted by 6:45 p.m. so that we
Tuesday, January 29
letter, as well as a monthly
may get under way with the
Photo Event—
magazine Pixology. In this
competition promptly at 7 p.m.
Tuesday Evening Hour
presentation Tim will guide us PDI entries must be submitted
Tonight’s presentation has not through some of the techby midnight one week prior to
yet been announced See the
niques he uses to help keep his today—January 28th. Just a
listing under January 22nd for photos organized and to opti- reminder, you may enter up to
more info.
mize his images. Visit Tim’s
four images in tonight’s comWednesday, January 30
website <www.timgrey.com>
petition, but no more than two

January 2013

Photo Event—Sierra Photo
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entitled Memory Box.
Allison‘s mysterious
and expressive images
explore the spiritual
essence of the artist.
Her evocative use of
Dancing Trees
in any one
light and subject taps into
© Jean Miele
category. To- viewers’ perceptions, creating
night’s judge a dialogue between the work
is Jean Miele. Jean is a New
and the viewer. The ambiguity
York City artist who uses pho- she creates is rooted in her
tography to explore the border- photographic approach, with
lands between fiction and real- her camera acting as a mirror
ity. Miele’s personal interest in to reflect the richness and
perception, spirituality, and
mysticism have inspired and
informed his artwork since the
mid-1980s. Although recognized for his digital work,
Miele’s photographic background is firmly rooted in the
traditional “wet” darkroom.
Initially, he used enlargers to
create multiple-image blackfrom Memory Boz
and-white landscape photo© Allison Rufrano
graphs. Today, he fuses 19th &
20th century ideals with 21st
century techniques and matecomplexities of life. A passionrials to create strong, quiet im- ate image-maker, Ms. Rufrano
ages, intended to remind us
often explores alternative print
that moments of perfection are processes and unique installapossible—in photography, and tions of her work. She has exin our lives. He is also a mem- hibited extensively both in the
ber of Soho Photo Gallery and United States as well as in
was the chair of its Portfolio
Europe and Asia. For more of
Review Committee.
Allison’s work go to
<www.allisonrufrano.com>
Tuesday, February 5
The reception will run from 6
Photo Event—
to 8 p.m. The show will run
Soho Photo Opening
through March 2nd. The galSoho Photo announces its Feb- lery hours are Wednesdays to
Sundays, 1 to 6 p.m., and by
ruary exhibition will feature
appointment (and, of course,
guest photographer Allison
during our PWCC meetings).
Rufrano whose exhibition is

January 2013
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Tuesday, February 5
Photo Event—
Tuesday Evening Hour
Tonight’s presentation has not
yet been announced See the
listing under January 22nd for
more info.
Wednesday, February 6
Photo Event—
Audubon Photo Club
The NYC Audubon Photo Club
meets tonight. These meetings
are for all photographers. The
cost is $7 per meeting, or $45
for the year/$35 for Audubon
members. Please pre-register at
<www.gifttool.com/registrar/
ShowEventDetails?ID=1123&E
ID=10442> The program begins at 6:30 p.m. and is held at
the National Audubon Office,
at 225 Varick Street—a block
and a half north of Houston
Street. The nearest subway
stop is the Houston Street station on the #1 train.
* Saturday, February 9!
Field Trip—EagleFest
Join us as we go up to Croton
Point Park in Croton-onHudson, New York to view
birds of prey from the Teatown
Lake Reservation, as well as, a
chance to see and photograph
some of the 150 wild bald eagles that spend the winter
along the Hudson Valley.
Guided walks around Croton
Point Park are given every
hour. There also will be educational raptor shows in a heated
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Sunday, February 10
Photo Op—Lunar New Year

Spread Eagle
©2013 Chuck Pine
tent where hot chocolate will
be served. Admission is free,
but donations are appreciated.
There is a Metro North Hudson Line train that leaves
Grand Central Terminal at 9:50
a.m. We will meet in the special EagleFest car of this train
where naturalists will give
presentations (ask the conductor). Please arrive early enough
so as not to miss the train. Free
shuttle busses will take us directly to the park. Train fare is
$12 each way ($6 for seniors).
Be sure to bring warm clothes,
sturdy shoes, hand- and/or
toe-warmers, and your photo
gear. A bag lunch, snacks, and
drinks are also a good idea.
Our trip leader is Sarah Davis,
<sewdavis@gmail.com> (212)
783-4018 (home), (917) 5011322 (cell). Be sure to sign-up
for this trip with Sarah or Paul
Grebanier, (718) 375-1093,
<pgrebanier@yhoo.com>*

January 2013

The celebration of the Chinese
Lunar New Year begins today
with the Firecracker Ceremony
in Sara Roosevelt Park. The
park is located at Grand and
Forsyth Streets. The closest
subway stop is the Grand
Street station on the B and D
trains. The festivities are free
and begin at 11 a.m.
* Monday, February 11!
Workshop Night
Plans are not yet finalized, and
we don’t want to let the cat out
of the bag, so you’ll have to
wait for the next issue of Photo
Notes to get all the details—but
it’ll be worth the wait.
Monday, & Tuesday Feb 11& 12
Photo Op—Dog Show
The 137th edition of the Westminster Kennel Club’s Annual
Dog Show takes place over
these two days from 8:30 a.m.
to 6 p.m. at Piers 92/94. (West
55th Street and the West Side
Highway) and at Madison
Square Garden on these evenings. The daytime tickets are
$25 per day and the evening
tickets are $40 each.

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org

Tuesday, February 12
Photo Event—
Tuesday Evening Hour
Tonight’s presentation has not
yet been announced See the
listing under January 22nd for
more info.
Wednesday, February 13!
Photo Event—
PWP Monthly Meeting
Professional Women Photographers is a group of women
photographers who network
and share their images and experiences. The guest for this
evening is The Artist as a Producer by Thomas Werner. Tom
is an American photographer
with a B.A. in Photography
from the Art Center College of
Design in Pasadena and an
MFA in New Media and Performance from Long Island
University. He is a professor at
Parsons and the New School
for Design and is the owner of
The Thomas Werner Gallery.
He works as a fine art and
commercial photographer in
New York City. During the
course of the meeting participants will acquire a clear understanding of how to develop,
fund, and produce personal
projects, documentaries, exhibitions, etc. The meetings are
held at the Metropolitan Opera Guild, in the Samuel B. &
David Rose Building, 70 Lincoln Center Plaza (65th Street
between Broadway and Amsterdam Avenue) The doors
open at 6:00 p.m. and the
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meeting begins at 6:30 p.m.
There is a $10.00 fee for guests.
Sunday, February 17
Photo Op—Lunar New Year
The celebration of the Chinese
Lunar New Year continues today with the Dragon Parade
and cultural festival in Little
Italy and Chinatown. The paWoman is Ghana
rade kicks off at 1 p.m. from
© Allen Rokach
the corner of Hester and Mott
Streets, wanders south through from public relations and phoChinatown along Mott, and
tojournalism, to art and sculpthen loops around East Broad- ture, to travel and features
about people. In the course of
his career, he also served for
fourteen years as the staff photographer and Director of Photography at the New York Botanical Garden. Allen has lectured and led travel photography workshops to various locations in West Africa, Europe,
way and heads north to Sara
India, East Asia, the Amazon,
Roosevelt Park on Eldridge
the Caribbean, Israel, Egypt,
and Forsyth Streets. There are
and other parts of the Middle
literally dozens of subway
East for the American Museum
stops in the area.
of Natural History, the New
School for Social Research, and
* Monday, February 18
several cruise lines. See more
Guest Speaker—Allen Rokach of Allen’s work at his website
<www.allenrokach.com> The
Tonight’s guest photographer
is Allen Rokach who has trav- curtain raiser tonight is PWCC
vice president, Ed Lee.
eled the world since 1975 on
photographic assignments that
range from the bulb fields of
Holland and the antiquities of
Egypt to the vast Amazonian
rain forest. An expert in location photography best known
for his photographs of flowers,
gardens and landscapes, his
work has spanned everything
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board member of the New
York City Sierra Club Photo
Committee, and PWCC’s very
own Recording Secretary. See
the listing under January 22nd
for more info.

Mach Pichu
©2012 Lee Backer
* Wednesday, February 20
Field Trip—Rooftop Project
This is the second field trip of
the Rooftop Project. (See page
11 of this issue of Photo Notes
for more details about the project.) We gather at 20 Plaza
Street, in Brooklyn at 4:00 p.m.
in front of Carole de Beer’s
building. She will take us up to
the roof for some spectacular
views of the center of the Borough of Kings. Take the #2 or 3
train to Grand Army Plaza station, exit at the St. John’s
Place/Flatbush Avenue end of
the station, and follow the

Tuesday, February 19
Photo Event—
Tuesday Evening Hour
Tonight’s presentation is Machu Picchu and the Sacred Valley
of Peru by Lee Backer, member of Soho Photo Gallery,

www.ParkWestCameraClub.org
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house numbers to 20 Plaza
Street. Be sure to bring your
tripod and cable release for the
sharpest images possible. Sign
up at the Club meeting or contact the trip leader, Barbara
Martens, (551) 655-8068 (cell)
<maudbrussels@hotmail.com>

New Rules of Use
Instagram, the photo-

sharing app, was recently
bought out by Facebook.
Almost overnight they
changed their rules of use.
Under its updated
Terms of Service, Instagram assumed the right to
* Monday, February 25!
Ferns
license photos posted on
Workshop Night
©2012 Eileen Duranko
the site to third parties, includPlans are not yet finalized, and
ing advertisers, without paying
we don’t want to let the cat out to the natural world (wildlife,
licensing fees, or obtaining usof the bag, so you’ll have to
landscapes, whatever). The
ers’ permission, or even prowait for the next issue of Photo three presenters are Anton de
viding prior notice to the perNotes to get all the details—but Flon, Ann Littlejohn, and
son who posted. Instagram did
it’ll be worth the wait.
PWCC’s very own Eileen
not claim ownership of the
Duranko. (Come out and sup- photos, but its Terms of Service
* Monday, February 25!
port our fellow member.) For
stated that by uploading their
PDI Entry Deadline
further details, see the listing
photos, users “hereby grant to
Please note that PDI entries are under January 30th.
Instagram a nonexclusive, fully
due tonight for next week’s
paid and royalty-free, transfercompetition.
Directions to Soho Photo
able, sublicensable, worldwide
at 15 White Street, between Ave- license to use the Content that
Tuesday, February 26
nue of the Americas/Sixth Avenue you post on or through the
Photo Event—
and West Broadway. Take the #1 Service.”
Tuesday Evening Hour
train to the Franklin Street station
In other words, although
(one
stop
below
Canal
Street).
Tonight’s presentation has not
the photographer owns his or
Walk
one
block
north
on
West
yet been announced See the
her images, they are giving InBroadway
to
White
street,
make
a
listing under January 22nd for
stagram the right to use them
right
turn,
and
walk
half
a
block
more info.
whenever, wherever, and howto the gallery. Take the A, C, or E ever they want…without paytrain to the Canal Street station.
Wednesday, February 27
ing for them or even letting
Walk
south
on
Sixth
Avenue/
Photo Event—Sierra Photo
you know that are being used.
Church Street 3 blocks to White
Protests abound.
The New York City Sierra
Street, make a right turn, and
But what can you do about
Club’s Photography Commitwalk half a block to the gallery.
this egregious theft of your
tee is holding its meeting toAlthough a little bit longer walk, photos? It seems like the only
night. The program for this
take any other train to Canal
choice you have to protect
evening is a Three-in-One.
Street, walk west to Church
your images from Instagram is
What’s that, I hear you ask?
Street, and follow the directions
not to post them on their site in
Three members of the group
immediately above. Evening park- the first place.
will present short portfolios of
ing is limited, but available.
their work on a subject relating
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